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Abstract
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF), first proposed in 1994 for
data analysis, has received successively much attention in a great vari-
ety of contexts such as data mining, text clustering, computer vision,
bioinformatics, etc. In this paper the case of a symmetric matrix is
considered and the symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization (Sym-
NMF) is obtained by using a penalized nonsymmetric minimization
problem. Instead of letting the penalizing parameter increase accord-
ing to an a priori fixed rule, as suggested in literature, we propose a
heuristic approach based on an adaptive technique. Extensive experi-
mentation shows that the proposed algorithm is effective.
1 Introduction
Dimensional reduction problems are of fundamental relevance for data com-
pression and classification. An important problem of this kind is represented
by the nonnegative matrix factorization, which was first proposed in [13] for
data analysis and afterwards widely applied (see [6] for an extensive bibli-
ography).
Let Rm+ be the m-dimensional space of vectors with nonnegative com-
ponents and M a matrix of n columns mi ∈ Rm+ , for i = 1, . . . , n. Given
an integer k < min(m,n), the problem of finding two low-rank matrices
W ∈ Rm×k+ (the basis matrix) and H ∈ Rn×k+ (the coefficient matrix) such
that the product WHT approximates M , is known as Nonnegative Matrix
Factorization (NMF). In this way the n objects mi result represented by
linear combinations with nonnegative coefficients of few nonnegative basis
vectors.
A specific formulation of the problem requires that a metric is assigned
to measure the distance between M and WHT . The nonnegativity of the
involved items would suggest to minimize a divergence, like the likelihood
Kullback-Leibler divergence, but some computational difficulties and the
slow convergence rate of common iterative procedures used to tackle the
problem, suggest the more flexible metric of the F-norm (Frobenius norm).
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With this norm the general NMF problem takes the form
min
W,H≥O
Φ(M,W,H), where Φ(M,W,H) = 12 ‖M −W HT ‖2F . (1)
The best factorization of a matrix in terms of the F-norm is achieved
by the Singular Value Decomposition M = UΣV T . Then the best k-rank
approximation ofM is UkΣkV
T
k , where Uk and Vk are the truncated subma-
trices of U and V to k columns and Σk is the k× k leading submatrix of Σ.
Unfortunately, nothing can be said about the sign of the entries of Uk and
Vk, which could be negative. It follows that nonnegativity must be imposed
as a constraint. Other constraints could appear in (1) in order to satisfy ad-
ditional requirements [14]. For example, adding the terms ρ1‖W‖+ ρ2‖H‖
to the function Φ to be minimized, where ‖ · ‖ is a suitable norm and ρ1 and
ρ1 are positive parameters, would give a regularized solution and possibly
control the sparsity of the factors W and H.
In this paper we consider the additional requirement of symmetry: prob-
lem (1) is then replaced by the symmetric NMF (SymNMF) problem
min
W≥O
Ψ(A,W ), where Ψ(A,W ) = 12 ‖A−W W T ‖2F , (2)
where A is a symmetric n×n matrix of nonnegative entries and W ∈ Rn×k+ .
Note that the required approximationWW T is positive semidefinite and can
be very poor if A does not have enough nonnegative eigenvalues.
Problem (2) has a fourth-order nonconvex objective function and opti-
mization algorithms guarantee only the stationarity of the limit points, so
one only looks for a local minimum. Standard gradient algorithms lead to
stationary solutions, but suffer from slow convergence. Newton-like algo-
rithms, which have a better rate of convergence, are computationally expen-
sive. In [9] a nonsymmetric formulation of (2) is suggested by considering
the following penalized problem
min
W,H≥O
Φα(A,W,H), where Φα(A,W,H) =
1
2
(
‖A−WHT ‖2F+α‖W−H‖2F
)
,
(3)
α being a positive parameter which acts on the violation of the symmetry.
Choosing α aligned with the magnitude of A, makes the penalized problem
invariant from the scale of matrix A. In this paper we propose an algorithm
to approximate the solution of (2) by solving iteratively problem (3) and
dealing adaptively with the penalizing parameter α.
To this aim in Section 2 we recall the ANLS framework, a standard ap-
proach for tackling a general (i.e. not symmetric) NMF problem of form (1)
by addressing alternatively two convex subproblems, together with the two
methods (BPP [7] and GCD [5]) which will be used to solve each subproblem.
Section 3 deals with the heuristic for the choice of the parameter α to solve
(3). In Section 4 the results of an extensive experimentation are presented
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to validate the proposed adaptive strategy and to compare the performance
of the two chosen methods when applied in our context.
2 The ANLS framework for the general NMF
Problem (1) is nonconvex and finding its global minimum is NP-hard. Most
nonconvex optimization algorithms guarantee only the stationarity of the
limit points, so one looks for a local minimum. There is a further source
of nonunicity, since WHT = W ′H ′T with W ′ = WS, H ′ = HS−T , where
S ∈ Rk×k+ is a nonsingular scaling matrix. This can be fixed by choosing for
example S in such a way to normalize the columns of W to unit 2-norm.
The alternating nonnegative least squares (ANLS) method, which be-
longs to the block coordinate descent (BCD) framework of nonlinear opti-
mization [8], solves iteratively problem (1). First, one of the factors, say W ,
is initialized to W (0) with nonnegative entries and the matrix H(1) ∈ Rn×k+
realizing the minimum of Φ(M,W (0),H) on H ≥ 0 is computed. Then a new
matrix W (1) ∈ Rm×k+ realizing the minimum of Φ(M,W,H(1)) on W ≥ 0 is
computed, and so on, updating W and H alternatively. In practice the
following inner-outer scheme is applied
H(ν) = argmin
H≥0
Φ(M,W (ν−1),H), (4)
W (ν) = argmin
W≥0
Φ(MT ,H(ν),W ), (5)
for ν = 1, 2, . . ., where each subproblem is solved by applying a chosen inner
method. At the νth outer iteration a suitable stopping condition should
check whether a local minimum of the object function Φ(M,W,H) of (1)
has been sufficiently well approximated, for example by monitoring the error,
i.e. the distance of W (ν)H(ν)T from M
e(ν) = ‖M −W (ν)H(ν)T ‖2F .
The choice of the initial matrixW (0) may be critical, due to the fact that only
a local minimum is expected, which obviously depends on this choice and,
typically, the algorithm is run several times with different initial matrices.
Although the original problem (1) is nonconvex, subproblems (4) and
(5) are convex and nearly any procedure for constrained quadratic optimiza-
tion can be chosen as inner method (for example an Active-Set-like method
[1, 7, 10]). The requirement that the inner problems are exactly solved at
each outer step is necessary for convergence [4] but makes the overall algo-
rithm rather slow at large dimensions. Faster approaches have been devised
by computing iteratively approximate solutions with inexact methods like
modified gradient descent methods or projected Newton-type methods [8].
In this paper we take into consideration, as inner methods, an Active-Set-like
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method with block principal pivoting (the BPP method, coded as Algorithm
2 in [7]) and a coordinate descent method, called Greedy Coordinate De-
scent (GCD) in [5]). Their main difference lies in the termination: exact for
BPP and approximated for GCD.
When the ANLS method is applied, at each outer step, say the νth outer
step, the inner method computes the solution of two problems of the form
min
X≥0
Φ(B,C,X) = min
X≥0
1
2 ‖B − C XT ‖2F , (6)
where B = M , C = W (ν−1), X = H for problem (4) and B = MT , C =
H(ν), X =W for problem (5). We assume matrix C to have full rank.
Let r × s be the dimensions of B (r = m, s = n in the first case and
r = n, s = m in the second case). Denoting by b ∈ Rr+ and x ∈ Rk the
hth columns of B and XT respectively, for h = 1, . . . , s, problem (6) can
be decomposed into s independent least squares nonnegatively constrained
problems
min
x≥0
ϕ(x), where ϕ(x) = 12 ‖ b− Cx ‖22. (7)
The gradient of the objective function ϕ(x) is g(x) = CT (Cx− b).
The s problems (7) are solved in sequence, using either BPP or GCD. Before
proceeding, we give a brief description of the two considered methods. The
corresponding codes can be found in the cited papers.
2.1 The BPP method
BPP method derives from the classical active set method for linearly con-
strained optimization. For a point x ∈ Rk consider the active and passive
index sets at x
A(x) = {1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that xi = 0}, P(x) = K − A(x),
where K = {1, . . . , k} is the complete index set. Let CA and CP be the
restrictions of the matrix C to A(x) and P(x) respectively. Since CP has
full column rank, the solution of the unconstrained least squares problem
xP = argmin
z
1
2 ‖ b− CP z ‖22 (8)
is given by the solution of the system
CTPCP z = C
T
Pb, (9)
which has size less than or equal to k. If the size is not too large, the system
is solved by applying the Cholesky factorization (otherwise, one can resort
to the conjugate gradient). Let x∗ be the vector which coincides with xP
on P(x) and has zero components on A(x). Denote by
gA(x
∗) = CTA(CPxP − b) (10)
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the gradient restricted to A(x). According to Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
optimality conditions, the vector x∗ is a solution of (7) if and only if xP ≥ 0
and gA(x∗) ≥ 0.
If the active and passive index sets of x∗ were known in advance, prob-
lem (7) could be solved by simply solving (9). Since the two index sets are
initially unknown, a sequence of unconstrained subproblems is solved with
the two index sets in turn predicted and exchanged. The computation starts
with index sets associated to an initial point supplied by the outer iteration
and goes on until all the constraints become passive or the gradient has non-
negative components corresponding to all the active constraints, indicating
that the objective function cannot be reduced any more.
In the classical Active-Set method [10], only an index moves from A(x)
to P(x) at a time. This makes the number of iterations to grow consider-
ably with the size of the problem. An overcome to this drawback consists in
exchanging more indices between A(x) and P(x) at each iteration, as sug-
gested in [7]. The number of iterations results reduced, but the generated
vectors x may fail to maintain nonnegativity and the monotonic decrease
of the objective function is not guaranteed. A finite termination is achieved
by a backup rule which implements the standard one index exchange when
necessary.
When the procedure described above for a single column b of B is applied
to all the columns of B, the following improvement, proposed in [7], reduces
the computational cost. Since each problem (7) shares the same matrix C,
and the main cost depends on solving system (9) and on computing vector
(10) with matrices CTPCP , C
T
ACP and vectors C
T
Pb, C
T
Ab, it is suggested to
extract these matrices and vectors from the complete matrices CTC and
CTB computed once at the beginning. Another improvement consists in
grouping the right-hand side vectors which share the same index set P in
order to avoid repeated computation of the Cholesky factorization in solving
systems (9).
2.2 The GCD method
GCD derives from FastHals [2], an iterative method which performs a cyclic
coordinate descent scheme. GCD, instead, at each step selectively replaces the
element whose update leads to the largest decrease of the objective function.
In [5] GCD works on the entire matrix X, but in practice the method is
applied to solve in sequence problems of type (7). For each problem (7),
starting from a x(0) ∈ Rk+ chosen according to the outer iteration, GCD com-
putes a sequence x(j), j = 1, 2, . . ., until suitably stopped. A global stopping
condition based on the entire matrix B, suggested in [5], is described at the
end of the paragraph.
At the jth iteration the vector x(j) is obtained by applying a single
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coordinate correction according to the rule
x(j) = x(j−1) + λ̂ei,
where i is an index to be selected in {1, . . . , k}, ei is the ith canonical k-
vector and the scalar λ̂ is determined by imposing that ϕ(x(j)), as a function
of λ, is the minimum on the set S = {λ such that x(j−1)i + λ ≥ 0}. This
scalar is
λ̂ = − g
(j−1)
i
qi,i
if
g
(j−1)
i
qi,i
≤ x(j−1)i and λ̂ = −x(j−1)i otherwise,
where Q = CTC is the Hessian of ϕ and g(j−1) = g
(
x(j−1)
)
. In correspon-
dence, the objective function is decreased by
d
(j)
i = ϕ
(
x(j−1)
)− ϕ(x(j)) = − g(j−1)i λ̂− 12 qi,i λ̂2.
A natural choice for index i is the one that maximizes d
(j)
i varying i. As a
consequence, x
(j−1)
i is updated by adding λ̂ and the elements of the gradient
become
g
(j)
t = g
(j−1)
t + λ̂ qt,i, for t = 1, . . . , k.
Then a new iteration begins, where a new index i is detected, and so on,
until a stopping condition is met. In [5] the following condition is suggested
max
i
d
(j)
i < η µ, (11)
where the quantity µ is the largest possible reduction of all the objective
functions ϕ of problems (7) varying b, that can be expected when a single
element is modified at the first iteration and η is a preassigned tolerance.
Of course, the value of η influences the convergence of the outer method,
hence the overall computational cost. In [5] η = 10−3 is suggested. We will
examine this question in Section 4.
3 The SymNMF problem
We turn now to the SymNMF problem (2). As anticipated, its solution is
computed through the nonsymmetric formulation (3), applying ANLS as the
outer algorithm, i.e. by alternating the solution of the two subproblems,
H(ν) = argmin
H≥0
Φ
([
A√
α W (ν−1)T
]
,
[
W (ν−1)√
α Ik
]
,H
)
, (12)
W (ν) = argmin
W≥0
Φ
([
A√
α H(ν)T
]
,
[
H(ν)√
α Ik
]
,W
)
. (13)
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The corresponding function Sym ANLS is shown in Figure 1, where by
Inner solve
(
B,C,X0
)
we denote the function used to solve (6) employing
a method which starts with initial iterate X0 ≥ 0. For problems (12) and
(13) both BPP and GCD, used as inner methods, can be implemented without
explicitly forming the four block matrices.
At the νth outer iteration the stopping condition checks whether a local
minimum of the object function Φα(A,W,H) of (3) has been sufficiently well
approximated by monitoring ǫ
(ν)
S and δ
(ν), where
ǫ
(ν)
S =
‖A−W (ν)W (ν)T ‖F
‖A‖F (14)
measures the objective function of problem (2) and
δ(ν) =
‖W (ν) −H(ν)‖F
min(‖W (ν)‖F , ‖H(ν)‖F )
(15)
measures the degree of symmetry.
The starting points W (0) and H(0) are required by the first call of the
inner method. Both BPP and GCD can start with H(0) = O, because the
gradient of the objective function in (12) evaluated in the starting point is
G
(
H(0)
)
= −W (0)T (A+ αIn) ≤ O.
As W (0) we suggest a matrix of the form R
√‖A‖F /‖R‖F where R is a
random matrix with entries in [0, 1]. Moreover, the function Sym ANLS needs
a procedure for updating the value of α.
Let (Wα,Hα) be the solution of (3). The value of α influences the sym-
metry of the solution: the largest α, the smallest ‖Wα − Hα‖, but a too
large α, with respect to the magnitude of A, could lead to a poor solution.
If Wα = Hα for some α, then Wα is also a solution of (2) and we call it a
symmetric solution of (3). We call quasi-symmetric solution of (3) a solution
with Wα ∼ Hα and ‖A−WαHTα ‖2 dominating over α‖Wα −Hα‖2. In this
case Wα is assumed as a good approximation of the solution of (2).
If a quasi-symmetric solution exists, it is possible that the convergence
to it is achieved even for a small α, provided that the starting point W (0) is
sufficiently close to the quasi-symmetric solution. On the other hand, a too
large value of α should be avoided because it tends to move the solution of
(3) away from a minimum point of (2).
The sequence of penalizing parameters is constructed by setting
α(ν) = β(ν) maxA, with β(0) = 1, (16)
where ν is the step index of the outer iteration. The starting value α(0) =
maxA is tuned according to the scale of A.
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In [9] the parameter β is modified according to a geometric progression
of the form β(ν) = ζν where the fixed ratio ζ = 1.01 is suggested. In
the experimentation the strategy proposed in [9] has been tested also with
different values of ζ.
Instead of considering an increasing sequence β(ν), we suggest to modify
the parameter β(ν) in (16) using an adaptive strategy, called ADA, which
takes into account the following quantities
ǫ
(ν)
N =
‖A−W (ν)H(ν)T ‖F
‖A‖F (17)
which measures the first component of the objective function of problem (3),
and the ratio
ρ(ν) =
ǫ
(ν)
S
ǫ
(ν)
N
, (18)
where ǫ
(ν)
S is defined in (14). One might think that ǫ
(ν)
S ≥ ǫ(ν)N , but this is
not always true. In fact, if the stationary point to which the outer method
converges is a symmetric solution of problem (3), substituting H(ν) with
W (ν) can be seen as a sort of extrapolation, that may even decrease the
error.
When ǫ
(ν)
S is smaller than ǫ
(ν)
N , the value of β
(ν) can be safely reduced
without risking an increase of the distance from the symmetric solution.
Otherwise the value of β is increased depending on the value of ρ(ν). More
precisely, when ρ(ν) < 1 the decreasing rate of β is tuned by the value of
ρ(ν), the degree of symmetry δ(ν) and the magnitude of β(ν). Since in this
case the outer iteration is well directed towards a quasi-symmetric solution,
the penalty condition can be relaxed without any risk. When ρ(ν) > 1, the
value of β is updated by means of multiplication by ρ(ν)2, paying attention
to avoid a too large increase. The adaptive strategy is implemented by
function ADA, whose code is given in Figure 2.
In Figure 1, function Update denotes the function used to update β.
When the geometrical updating is chosen,
β(ν) = ζ β(ν−1), for a fixed ζ.
When the adaptive updating is chosen,
β(ν) = ADA
(
W (ν),H(ν), δ(ν), ǫ
(ν)
S , β
(ν−1)).
4 The experimentation
The experimentation has been performed with a 3.2GHz 8-core Intel Xeon
W processor machine.
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function Sym ANLS
(
W,H,α, νmax
)
computes recursively the solution of (2) by solving (3) given initial W , H,
β and the number of allowed iterations νmax.
W (0) =W ; H(0) = H; β(0) = 1; ν = 0; cond = True;
while cond
α(ν) = β(ν) maxA;
ν = ν + 1;
ξ =
√
α(ν−1);
H(ν) = Inner solve
([
A
ξW (ν−1)T
]
,
[
W (ν−1)
ξ Ik
]
,H(ν−1)
)
;
W (ν) = Inner solve
([
A
ξH(ν)T
]
,
[
H(ν)
ξ Ik
]
,W (ν−1)
)
;
compute ǫ
(ν)
S and δ
(ν), according to (14) and (15);
stop =
∣∣ǫ(ν)S − ǫ(ν−1)S ∣∣ ≤ τ1 ǫ(ν)S and δ(ν) ≤ τ2;
cond = not stop and ν < νmax;
β(ν) = Update
(
β(ν−1)
)
;
end while;
return W (ν);
Figure 1: Algorithm to solve problem (2). The function Inner solve solves
problems (12) and (13). In all the experiments we have assumed τ1 = 10
−3
and τ2 = 0.1.
function ADA
(
W,H, δ, ǫS , β
)
computes the new value of β.
compute ǫN and ρ according to (17) and (18);
if ρ < 1 and β > 8 and (δ < 0.01 or ρ < 0.8) then β = β/8,
else if ρ < 1 and β > 4 and (δ < 0.1 or ρ < 0.9) then β = β/4,
else if ρ < 1 and β > 2 then β = β/2,
else β = βmin
(
8, ρ2
)
;
return β;
Figure 2: The function ADA implements the proposed adaptive strategy.
4.1 The datasets
The experimentation was carried out on both real-world and artificially gen-
erated datasets. More precisely, we have used for our analysis three classes
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of matrices.
Class 1: It consists of matrices of the form A = V V T , where V ∈ Rn×p+ has
random elements uniformly distributed over [0, 1]. Namely, three matrices
R1, R2 and R3 are generated with n = 2000 and p = 20, 40, 80.
Class 2: The matrices of this class are obtained starting from undirected
weighted graphs associated to three real-world datasets of documents mi,
i = 1, . . . , n. The considered datasets are
(1) MC: a collection of n = 1033 medical abstracts from Medline (Medical
Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online).
(2) F575: UMist Faces collection of n = 575 gray-scale 112× 92 images of
20 different people [3].
(3) F400: Olivetti Faces collection of n = 400 gray-scale 64× 64 images of
several different people, from the Olivetti database at ATT.
Collection (1) were downloaded from
http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/idom/ir resources/test collections/
Collections (2) and (3) were downloaded from
http://www.cs.nyu.edu/∼roweis/data.html
For collection (1) a similarity matrix A is constructed through the usually
considered weights for text data, i.e. the cosine similarity between two
documents
ai,j =
mTi mj
‖mi‖2‖mj‖2 , for i 6= j, and ai,i = 0. (19)
For collections (2) and (3) a similarity matrix A is constructed using weights
ei,j suitable for image data, followed by the normalized cut
ai,j = d
−1/2
i ei,jd
−1/2
j where di =
n∑
r=1
ei,r, for i = 1, . . . , n.
The weights are expressed through a Gaussian kernel of the form
ei,j = exp
(
− ‖mi −mj‖
2
2
σ2
)
, for i 6= j, and ei,i = 0, (20)
where σ is a global scaling parameter, chosen as the mean value of the
distances σi of the ith point mi from its 7th nearest neighbor [15].
Class 3: The matrices of this class are obtained starting from undirected
weighted graphs associated to four synthetic data sets of points in R2 sug-
gested in [12] (see Figure 3): dataset WellSeparatedNoise (WSN) consists of
five clusters generated with the same variance and noise points in the amount
of 5% ; dataset SubClusters (SC) has three clusters, and two of them can be
divided into subclusters; dataset SkewDistribution (SK) has three clusters
with different dispersion; dataset DifferentDensity (DD) has clusters with
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different cardinality. All the datasets are generated with n = 1000, 2000,
4000 and 8000 points, in order to assess the sensitivity of the algorithm to
the increase of the dimensions. For each dataset the similarity matrix A is
constructed as in Class 2 with the choice σ =
√
2
10 maxi,j ‖mi −mj‖2.
Figure 3: Synthetic datasets of points in R2: from left to right WSN, SC,
SK and DD.
For the matrices of Classes 1 and 2 we look for factors W with ranks
k = 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80. For the matrices of Class 3 we look for factors W
with ranks k = 3, 5 and 10. By the term “problem” we mean a pair (An, k)
where An is the given symmetric matrix of size n and k is the rank of the
sought matrix W . Classes 1 and 2 consist of 15 problems each, while Class
3 consists of 48 problems.
4.2 The tests
Function Sym ANLS calls four update functions: function ADA and, for com-
parison, three geometrical updatings with ratio ζ = 1.01 (proposed in [9],
here denoted G1.01, which gives a slow progression), ζ = 1.1 (here denoted
G1.1, which gives a mid-level progression) and ζ = 1.4 (here denoted G1.4,
which gives the faster progression). As Inner solve, BPP and GCD are called.
GCD is called with different values of the tolerance η used in the stopping con-
dition, namely η = 10−ℓ, with ℓ = 1, . . . , 5. Due to the fact that in general
only approximations of a local minimum of problem (2) can be expected, for
each problem and each instance of function Sym ANLS, five randomly gener-
ated matrices W (0) have been considered as starting points. The five runs
were performed in parallel using five of the eight available cores and the
solution with the best final error has been selected. The number of outer
iterations and the final error of this solution are indicated as νtot and ǫS,
while the largest running time in seconds of the five runs, indicated as T , is
considered in order to estimate the true cost of the whole processing.
4.2.1 Testing the performance of ADA
The first set of experiments is aimed at evaluating the strategy for updating
β. Table 1 shows the values of ǫS, νtot and T , averaged on the problems
of each class, for the inner methods BPP and GCD with η = 10−3. The
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averaged results obtained with the other values of η are not listed since
they, in comparison with the results of BPP, are pretty much the same of
those shown for η = 10−3.
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
updating inner ǫS νtot T ǫS νtot T ǫS νtot T
BPP 0.010 6. 17.71 0.416 18.67 8.04 0.313 13.02 93.01
ADA
GCD 0.010 16.73 16.96 0.415 17.20 1.62 0.309 14.90 13.68
BPP 0.010 298.3 775.8 0.416 18.80 7.36 0.314 58.94 471.5
G1.01
GCD 0.010 309.6 195.8 0.415 18.40 1.62 0.309 60.67 61.13
BPP 0.010 57.80 164.9 0.419 17.27 7.10 0.314 22.94 145.57
G1.1
GCD 0.010 58.73 37.47 0.418 17.27 1.51 0.309 23.77 21.55
BPP 0.010 21.80 68.60 0.436 11.73 4.16 0.316 12.27 79.13
G1.4
GCD 0.010 21.80 14.05 0.435 11.87 1.06 0.309 12.06 9.92
Table 1: Behavior of Sym ANLS applied with the inner methods BPP and
GCD with η = 10−3, averaged on the problems of each class.
While for each class all the methods appear to be quite equivalent from
the point of view of the error, remarkable differences appear from the point
of view of the number of outer iterations and the required time. In general,
BPP has a smaller number of outer iterations than GCD, but a much larger
T , indicating that a single outer iteration of BPP costs much more than a
single outer iteration of GCD. The time comparison shows that, at least in
our experimentation, the exact local termination of BPP does not pay over
the approximated termination of the iterative method. For this reason in
the following we do not consider BPP anymore.
Turning to the behavior of the geometrical updatings of β(ν), it appears
that in general a slower progression requires more time than a faster pro-
gression, with a possible advantage of the error. As a consequence, it can be
very difficult to determine a reasonable ratio of the updating which combines
a low time with an acceptable error level. On the contrary, ADA adaptively
produces a dynamical evolution of β(ν) which guarantees on average low
computational times and comparable errors.
The two following examples present typical situations where the geomet-
rical updating is outperformed by the adaptive updating. The first example
(see Figure 4) shows how a low rate geometrical updating is outperformed
by ADA by the point of view of the cost. The second example (see Figure 5)
shows how a fast rate geometrical updating is outperformed by ADA by the
point of view of the error.
Figure 4 shows the behaviors of ǫ
(ν)
S , ǫ
(ν)
N and β
(ν) for problem R3 with
k = 80 when Sym ANLS is applied with inner method GCD with η = 10−4. The
top row plots are obtained with the updating function ADA, the bottom row
plots are obtained with the updating function G1.01. By inspection of the
ǫ
(ν)
S and ǫ
(ν)
N plots it appears that the adaptive updating produces a transition
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Figure 4: Plots of ǫ
(ν)
S (left), ǫ
(ν)
N (center) and β
(ν) (right) versus the outer
iteration number for problem R3 with k = 80. Sym ANLS is applied with
inner method GCD with η = 10−4 and function ADA (top row) or geometrical
updating G1.01 (bottom row).
from a local minimum of the nonsymmetric error to another local minimum
of both the nonsymmetric and the symmetric errors. This transition is
obtained through a fast increase of β(ν) followed by a fast decrease of β(ν)
to the value 1.517. The final error ǫS = 0.00922 is obtained in 54.65 sec.
with 23 outer iterations. When Sym ANLS is combined with the low rate
geometrical updating G1.01 the final error ǫS = 0.00921 is obtained in 655
sec. with 317 outer iterations and a final value β = 23.2, i.e. a very high
cost has to be payed to obtain a comparable error.
Figure 5 shows the behaviors of ǫ
(ν)
S , ǫ
(ν)
N and β
(ν) for problem WSN with
n = 1000 and k = 5, when Sym ANLS is applied with inner method GCD with
η = 10−2. The top row plots are obtained with the updating function ADA,
the bottom row plots are obtained with the updating function G1.4. For
this problem the ǫ
(ν)
S and ǫ
(ν)
N plots are very similar from the beginning, so
β(ν) is decreased by ADA. It appears that the adaptive updating produces a
transition from a local minimum of the symmetric error with ǫ
(ν)
S = 0.5 to
another local minimum, assumed as final, with ǫS = 0.28 in 0.23 sec. with 9
iterations. This transition is obtained with a sudden decrease of β(ν) which
reaches and maintains the value 0.5. When Sym ANLS is combined with the
fast rate geometrical updating G1.4, β(ν) reaches the final value 427, in 0.494
sec. with 19 outer iterations, obtaining the final error ǫS = 0.48 comparable
with the one of the first minimum obtained by using function ADA, i.e. a
worst error is obtained with comparable time.
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Figure 5: Plots of ǫ
(ν)
S (left), ǫ
(ν)
N (center) and β
(ν) (right) versus the outer
iteration number for problem WSN with n = 1000 and k = 5. Sym ANLS is
applied with inner method GCD with η = 10−2 and function ADA (top row)
or geometrical updating G1.4 (bottom row).
4.2.2 Analyzing the performance of GCD in the Sym ANLS schema
Once ADA has been chosen as the most effective updating strategy and BPP
has been discarded since more time demanding, the second set of experi-
ments is aimed at examining how the choice of the tolerance η used in the
stopping condition of GCD influences the performance. Table 2 shows the
values of ǫS , νtot and T , averaged on the problems of each class, for the
inner method GCD with η = 10−ℓ, ℓ = 1, . . . , 5.
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
η ǫS νtot T ǫS νtot T ǫS νtot T
10−1 0.010 40.8 29.98 0.419 38.27 4.02 0.308 18.54 18.49
10−2 0.010 19.60 15.95 0.416 20.13 1.95 0.309 14.58 13.71
10−3 0.010 16.73 16.96 0.415 17.20 1.62 0.309 14.90 13.68
10−4 0.010 15.33 17.87 0.416 16.60 1.63 0.308 14.27 14.11
10−5 0.010 13.80 19.81 0.415 17.40 1.72 0.309 14.21 13.64
Table 2: Behavior of Sym ANLS applied with updating ADA and inner method
GCD with different η, averaged on the problems of each class.
In general, a smaller η entails a smaller number of outer iterations, but
the consequences on the computational time are not immediate and require
a deeper analysis.
At each outer iteration ν of Sym ANLS the two matrices H(ν) and W (ν)
are computed by using GCD, which has an initialization phase where the gra-
dient and the Hessian of the objective function and the quantity µ of (11)
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are computed. After the initialization phase, each inner iteration performs
a single coordinate correction. In a standard implementation, the initializa-
tion phase requires a number of floating point operations Γ (k, n) of order
k n2 and each coordinate correction requires a number of floating point oper-
ations γ(k) of order k. Hence for each problem, besides the number of outer
iterations νtot, also the total number cor of single coordinate corrections on
both H(ν) and W (ν), ν = 1, . . . , νtot, has to be considered. Of course, both
νtot and cor depend on η, then the overall cost of a run of Sym ANLS can be
expressed as
ctot(η) = cout(η)+cinn(η), where cout(η) = 2 νtot Γ (k, n), cinn(η) = cor γ(k).
(21)
In order to analyze how ctot(η) depends on the choice of η a specific exper-
imentation is made on three problems, one for each class. The following
tables show the behavior of Sym ANLS applied with updating ADA and inner
method GCD with different η, on the chosen problems. For each problem the
solution with the best final error has been selected among the performed
five runs. In Tables 3, 4 and 5 the total and inner running times in seconds
spent to obtain this selected solution are denoted by Ttot and Tinn (they
correspond to ctot(η) and cinn(η)). The considered problems are R3 of Class
1, MC of Class 2 and WSN with n = 8000 of Class 3. The values chosen for
k are k = 80 for the first two cases and k = 10 for the third case.
η ǫS νtot cor/1000 Ttot Tinn T
10−1 0.009 64 8216 105.4 2.46 122.1
10−2 0.009 24 31666 47.28 9.09 50.75
10−3 0.009 22 50020 50.20 14.55 51.98
10−4 0.009 22 62609 53.38 18.03 53.38
10−5 0.009 22 91755 61.67 26.28 62.45
Table 3: Behavior of Sym ANLS applied with updating ADA and inner method
GCD with different η, on problem R3 with k = 80.
η ǫS νtot cor/1000 Ttot Tinn T
10−1 0.360 58 243 24.69 0.221 37.64
10−2 0.358 27 582 11.55 0.339 11.57
10−3 0.356 23 1238 10.13 0.595 10.98
10−4 0.356 23 1979 10.38 0.859 11.71
10−5 0.355 23 2856 10.66 1.167 13.42
Table 4: Behavior of Sym ANLS applied with updating ADA and inner method
GCD with different η, on problem MC with k = 80.
In the three tables the values of the Tinn column are significantly smaller
than the corresponding values of the Ttot column and, when k is small, the
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η ǫS νtot cor/1000 Ttot Tinn T
10−1 0.115 32 132 103.2 0.050 103.2
10−2 0.115 25 368 82.82 0.051 141.1
10−3 0.115 19 621 60.45 0.062 73.97
10−4 0.116 13 958 42.14 0.074 54.29
10−5 0.115 17 1520 51.04 0.105 64.26
Table 5: Behavior of Sym ANLS applied with updating ADA and inner method
GCD with different η, on problem WSN with n = 8000 and k = 10.
Tinn column is negligible compared to the Ttot column. This result agrees
with the theoretical estimate (21), taking into account the values of νtot
and cor, and it shows that the inner phase contributes to the cost less than
the outer phase. From Tables 3 and 4 it appears that decreasing values of
η induce a nonincreasing number of outer iterations νtot and an increasing
number of total corrections cor. As a consequence, also Tinn increases. The
initial decrease of η leads to a decrease of Ttot, since the decrease of the
outer cost prevails on the increase of the inner cost. For smaller values of η,
the number of outer iterations stabilizes leading to an increasing Ttot. This
behavior is less evident in Table 5 which refers to a problem where a small
k is coupled with a much larger n.
An analysis of Ttot would suggest that an intermediate value for η appears
to be a good choice. However, the algorithm is called with five different
starting points W (0), and the T column, showing the largest running time
cost, represents the effective cost in our parallel environment. Of course T
is greater than Ttot, but typically shares the same behavior of Ttot, and gives
the same suggestion for the choice of η, confirming what was already shown
in Table 2 on average for the problems of each class.
A better understanding of the behavior of the inner phase varying η can
be acquired through Figure 6, where cor
(ν)
av is the number of the coordinate
corrections of W and H performed at the νth outer iteration, divided by
2n. For each figure, these average behaviors corresponding to η = 10−ℓ with
ℓ = 2, . . . , 5 and starting with the same initial W (0) are shown. The figures
show in a greater details how the results of the previous tables are formed.
In any case we can see that a larger number of outer iterations corresponds
to a lower number of average corrections. The steep increase of cor
(ν)
av in the
first figure happens at the same time of the analogous increase of β(ν) and
corresponds to a change of the local minimum point (see Figure 4 top row).
5 Conclusions
In this paper an adaptive strategy, called ADA, has been introduced for the
updating of the parameter α in the penalized nonsymmetric minimization
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Figure 6: Plots of cor
(ν)
av for problem R3 with k = 80 (left), problem MC
with k = 80 (middle), problem WSN with n = 8000 and k = 10 (right). The
inner tolerance is η = 10−2 (continue line), η = 10−3 (dashed line), η = 10−4
(dotted line), η = 10−5 (dashed-dotted line).
problem (3), when such problem is solved by applying an ANLS method. An
extensive experimentation has shown that, when compared to geometrical
updatings, ADA produces a dynamical evolution of α(ν) which guarantees
low average computational times and comparable errors. Moreover, both
BPP and GCD have been tested as inner solvers in the Sym ANLS schema,
concluding that the latter outperforms the former from the point of view
of the computational cost and that an intermediate value of the internal
tolerance η, i.e η = 10−2 or 10−3, should be preferred with GCD, especially
when k is not very small in comparison with n.
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